Introduction
The nanopulse CVD method opens the way of DLC deposition at sub-atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, plasma characteristics of nanopulse plasma have not investigated yet. In this paper, we have investigated the plasma characteristics of nanopulse plasma using the Langmuir probe method at low pressure. Using of the characteristics of nanopulse plasma, we have developed the bipolar nanopulse generator consisted with Static Induction Thyristor devices.
Experimant and Result
(1) Characterisitcs of nanopulse plasma Characteristics of nanopulse were measured by Langumuir probe method. Figure 1 shows the time dependence of electron density after pulse was turned off. The result showed that there are a nonequilibrium time after pulse was turned off and the electron density of positive pulse is twice higher than that of negative pulse.
(2) Devepolment of bipolar pulse plasma The characterisitics of nanopulse plasma suggest us to use positive pulse for dissociation of high electron density and accelration of ions to the substrate. We developed the bipolar pulse generator using Static Induction thyristor. For exsample, the positive nanopulse of +10kV and the negative nanopulse of -10kV is applied with the interval time of 25µsec at constant 1kHz.
(3) DLC Deposition by Bipolar Pulse CVD Method Deposition of DLC was carried out with C 2 H 2 gas using bipolar nanopulse method. The film obtaind by the bipolar nanopulse can only be a DLC film after Raman Spectroscopy measurement. Figure 2 shows the result of bipolar and unipolar nanopulse CVD method. In this case, conditions of the bipolar nanopulse, such as a positive pulse voltage or a nagative pulse voltage, interval time and so on, were controlled. The result shows that the depostion rate was about five fold higher than that of normal unipolar pulse method.
Conclution
The characteristics of nanopulse plasma shows that high electron density was obtained using positive pulse compared with negative pulse and the nonequilibrium time was observed after pulse was turned off. Using this characteristics, bipolar pulse was developed. The depositon of DLC films by the bipolar nanopulse CVD method shows remarkably high deposition rate compared with normal unipolar nanopulse method. The productivity of plasma assisted coating will be significantly improved by this bipolar nanopulse CVD method. plasma CVD method is five fold higher than that of normal unipolar pulse CVD method. The productivity of plasma assisted coating will be significantly improved by this bipolar nanopulse CVD method.
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